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Dear Sir / Madam,
RE:

DEPOSITED PLAN 270239 – 1 Barkala Road, Bayview, 2104
OBJECTION TO DA2017/1274 – 52 Cabbage Tree Road BAYVIEW NSW 2104

Dear Assessing Officer,
We have read the amended plans submitted by the applicant and wish to reiterate our original objections as well
as emphasise some additional points.
1) We have serious concerns for the safety of the residents of Association DP270239 as this proposal does not
take our safety in a bush fire emergency into account and the proposed new roundabout will cause a serious
blockage to our exit and entry point in case of emergencies.
This proposal directly puts the safety of Barkala Estate residents in danger.
Emergency vehicles will be severely restricted in accessing our estate due to this planned roundabout and
entrance.
2) There is no emergency evacuation plan which shows how this large Seniors development with up to 200
residents, staff and visitors, can safely evacuate during a bush fire event, without also endangering the lives of the
residents of Barkala Estate and potentially also the residents of Minkara Retirement resort who also might be
evacuating to the south onto Cabbage tree road right next to the applicant’s planned egress point.
Please note that in the regional fire plan, both our land and the Aveo Minkara land is noted to have ‘catastrophic
consequences’ in the event of a bush fire. The fire report dated 9th July 2018 says :
“There is currently access via the emergency trail to Barkala Estate that runs adjacent to this site onto this fairway
which the fire brigades can use in an emergency”.
This comment has been specifically removed from the Revised Fire Report dated 3 rd September because Council
raised this as a reason for refusal. However, it is clear that the applicant believes that this access trail can be used
by emergency services during a fire emergency as they have not provided any diagram or plan which shows the
required 4 metre trafficable access trail to the rear northern areas of this development as required by their
amended Bush Fire report. (refer Appendix A)
This is an extremely dangerous assumption, if there is no fire evacuation plan in place or any secondary access
route within the Seniors site that will allow access of emergency vehicles to the rear of the complex to allow for
effective fire fighting.
The revised report says “Fire truck access for a fire appliance onto the fairways north and south of the
development must be maintained (4m trafficable width with a 4m vertical clearance).”
We cannot locate any map or survey which indicates the location of these access roads nor do we understand
how this will be managed when the surrounding area is proposed to be used as Golf Course fairways. In addition,
the fire report makes the comment that parts of the fairway for this access may be too steep and the small section
of land beside the Barkala EVA is also too steep and narrow for any access by emergency vehicles. Without
proper plans for any secondary access, this should not be approved as it puts lives in danger of both Waterbrook
residents as well as neighbours.
We believe the assessment to be defective in regard to the implications of the risk in a situation where the wider
local area is subjected to a fire emergency.
The surrounding land, bush fire risks, evacuation risks and catastrophic consequences have not at all been taken
into consideration in the bush fire evaluation. The applicant has a duty of care to their neighbours.

3) The new visuals which have prepared by Dr. Lamb are flawed and contain factual errors:
a) Lot 13 Barkala Road has been identified as lot 4. The visuals show location 2 as being from the fire exit road
adjacent to Barkala Road. This is not a complete statement of facts as the picture was taken standing on land
owned by lot 13, and there are no visuals showing the panoramic views which the dwelling on lot 13 has over
these parts of the golf course.
b) Dr. Lamb’s assessment states that Barkala Road and the Emergency Vehicle Access trail have been assessed
as being part of the Public Domain. This is incorrect.
The Emergency Vehicle Access (EVA) trail, Lot 1 DP270239, is private land.
Barkala Road has also been identified and assessed as public domain. Barkala Road is a private road and is not
a public road.
c) Barkala road provides access to 19 lots, 19 families. NOT 15 residents as is stated in Dr.Lamb’s report. It is
important to know the precise number of residents effected as all residents use the lot1 EVA trail and enjoy the
vistas it presents.
d) The pictures taken from the EVA are not taken from positions where the residents of Barkala Estate would
have visual impacts.
e) Dr.Lamb and his staff were trespassing on lot 1 DP270239 (and lot 13 ) land when taking the visual photos as
they were there without prior notice to the Association and without prior permission. There is signage on two gates
which clearly indicated who’s land this is and that trespassing is not allowed.

Original objections submitted – and still supported:
We are submitting an objection to DA2017/1274 on behalf of the Community Association DP270239 - Barkala
Estate.
We are a directly adjoining rural bushland estate comprising 19 residents and their families.
The Association objects to this inappropriate Seniors development for the following reasons:
Insufficient consideration has been given in this proposal to the safety of all residents of DP270239 Barkala Estate
and the fact that DP270239 owns adjoining land with an Emergency Vehicle Access trail (EVA).
The plans submitted by the developer do not indicate the ownership of the adjoining land nor it’s use as a Council
designated emergency access for our Association. Rather, the plans appear to indicate that it is either part of the
golf club land or a public fire 'fire trail' neither of which is correct.
Refer Appendix C.
This EVA land is used on a daily basis by our residents for recreational purposes. The Golf Club has a duty of
care to protect their neighbours from preventable risks to life.
1) The planned entry and exit point is too close to the egress for our Associations designated Emergency Vehicle
Access (EVA) trail.
This Emergency entry and exit point is crucial to the safe evacuation of all residents of Barkala Estate in case of a
bush fire, flooding event or any other emergency evacuation situation.
This EVA is a long established emergency access, since at least 1985. There is also a right of way over this EVA
for the Minkara Retirement Village situated to the North of Barkala Estate, as this is their only Southern
emergency evacuation route out to Cabbage Tree Road if they are blocked to the North.
The proposed new Seniors Living apartments with over 200 residents and staff and it’s egress would, in an
emergency evacuation, create a choke point for all residents of Barkala Estate as well as potentially Minkara
Retirement Village.
2) The DP270239 EVA is not suitable for new Seniors housing to use to evacuate to the North.
In their first SCC application this was the preferred evacuation route mentioned, which is why we are very
concerned that they and others believe this is a safe option which it is not in an emergency.
It is not feasible for the residents of this new proposed Seniors Development to use our EVA at any time to try to
exit to the North via Barkala road to Nangana Road.

This would cause mass chaos with residents of Barkala Estate who may be trying to exit south down our EVA at
the same time.
In addition, the residents of this Seniors Development would not know before entering the DP270239 EVA
whether Barkala road or Nangana Road was accessible or not, as they have no line of sight to it. Should Nangana
road or Barkala road be blocked, then there would be too many people trying to do conflicting actions via this one
small important emergency access.
3) Bush Fire Risk for Barkala and Minkara is extreme and consequences Catastrophic.
Minkara Retirement resort and Barkala Road are both listed in the Warringah Pittwater Bush Fire Risk
Management Plan as being:
Risk = Extreme,
Likelihood =Almost Certain (Minkara) / Likely (Barkala)
Consequences = Catastrophic
Minkara is additionally classified as Asset Sub type of “Special Fire Protection Purpose” (SFPP)
The Proposed BGC Seniors Living apartments will also be SFPP.
SFPP are defined by the follow characteristics:
The nature of SFPPs means that occupants may be more vulnerable to bush fire attack for one or more of the
following reasons:

⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

they may be less educated in relation to bush fire impacts
they may have reduced capacity to evaluate risk and to respond adequately to the bush fire threat
they may present organisational difficulties for evacuation and or management
they may be more vulnerable through stress, anxiety and smoke impacts arising from bush fire threat
there may be significant communication barriers
supervision during a bush fire may be difficult
logistical arrangements for the numbers of residents may be complicated in terms of alternate

accommodation, transport, healthcare and food supplies.
In addition, Peninsular Gardens Village and Bayview Gardens Village are close by and are also classified as
being SFPP. Cabbage Tree road is also their exit road.
The pressures on Emergency Services to get all surrounding residents safely evacuated is increasing
exponentially. Adding one more SFPP into this already extreme risky environment will add to the increasing
pressure and put lives at risk. This is too high density of residents in an extreme bushfire area.
As Minkara has a likelihood of Bush fire to be: Almost Certain , and Barkala Estate a likelihood of likely, this
indicates that safe evacuation for all these residents is already a top priority.
There may be huge issues if the whole surrounding area is covered in smoke and ALL residents have to evacuate
at the same time.
In 1994 a large fire burnt all the way down to the edge of the golf course. At the time there were much fewer
residents in the area. If this was to occur again, which the RFS states is likely, then the consequences with even
more residents added, specially SFPP classified apartments, would be dire.
Adding another 200 residents, staff and visitors to the people who all will be exiting onto the same small piece of
Cabbage Tree road where they plan to add a new roundabout will be a choke point in the road and the risk to our
Association resident’s is unacceptable.
It will also put surrounding residents at risk.
4) We request that the RFS consider the evacuation risks of all surrounding residents, specifically those from
Barkala Estate and Minkara Retirement Village who would need to use the Barkala EVA to exit onto Cabbage tree
road. We want guarantees that there will be no risk to our Association resident’s safety. The Association has a

duty of care to make this request and the assessors have a duty of care to give us this assurance. The Fire
Report dated
5) The proposal’s plans to build a new roundabout right where the EVA egress is for Association DP270239.
This roundabout and island right in front our this EVA egress will impede entry and exit during an emergency for
our residents. This will endanger lives.
The egress point for this development is in an inappropriate place. It has been put there to gain sufficient line of
sight for the SEPP Seniors development due to the crest in the road for the Seniors Development, but will cause
dangers for others. It does not take any neighbouring or public interest into account.
In 1998 when Barkala Estate DP270239 subdivision was approved, one of the conditions of consent was the
creation of the EVA to ensure a second safe emergency exit from the subdivision. This is a most important egress
for our safety.
At the time in 1998 council would not allow this EVA to be used as a road access to Cabbage Tree Road, as the
egress point onto Cabbage tree road in 1998 was considered to be too dangerous. This was due to speeding on
the road as well as the crest in the road which did not provide a proper line of sight.
This road is now a lot more busy and the crest in the road still exists.
There are two existing NSW designated black spots on Cabbage Tree Road.
There have been fatalities on this stretch of Cabbage tree road and severe accidents with over turned cars and
trucks.
The proposed roundabout will cause a significant traffic choke point during peak hours.
Traffic coming from the west tends to speed over the crest and only later realise that there is an entry and exit
point just before the roundabout. Due to the crest and the new roundabout accidents are bound to happen. As
people are always speeding at this point in the road, older residents slower to react to these speeding cars
approaching will have insufficient time to react.
If this area was too dangerous in 1998 to allow our EVA to be used for daily use then it is certainly still too
dangerous in 2018.
6) The redesign and intensified use of the Golf Course will endanger residents of DP270239 using the EVA for
recreational purposes.
The proposal shows a planned redesign of the Golf Course, to move the golfing usage closer to our Association
land DP270239. The DA indicates that the club expects further intensification of use because the Golf Club will
issue memberships to all purchasers and because the BGC believe they will attract more players with the
enhancements and upgrades to the course.
The EVA for Association DP270239 is used by the residents for recreation such as walking, bike riding and
jogging, as well as by children to walk to school and back every day.
We are concerned that under these changed circumstances stray golf balls may hit one of our residents or visitors
and cause major harm.
The golf club in 2006 wrote to our Association and stated that it was their intention that eventually they would build
a fence around the whole golf course land. This has not yet happened but the Club may be forced to do this due
to insurance and OH&S liabilities.
Such fencing is normally not allowed in our area of Bayview due to the wildlife corridor and fauna movement
requirements, so we are not sure how our residents can be guaranteed protection if the wildlife is also to be
protected.
Any fence would impede the animal movement in this area, which has been indicated on their plans in orange
dotted lines in the original and amended external plans LEC1.02.2 as being the 'new' fauna movement path along
our EVA.
This ‘new’ fauna movement path is a strange assumption, this would not work and it shows a lack of
understanding of what a wildlife corridor is and how animals move around. We do not believe their plans are
practical.
7) The proposal does not show that our land DP270239 is the closest neighbouring land, and that our Association
land is only 30 meters away from this development.
All the visual impact distance measurements are incorrect by 10.36 meters, as this is the width of the EVA trail
which is being ignored by these pictures and measurements.

All measurements shown by these visuals start at the border of our property and the Annam Road properties,
instead of starting 10.36 meters closer, at the border of our land and the BGC.
8) As our residents and children use this trail on a daily basis, our amenity will be greatly effected.
There will be visual impacts as this is a very large set of buildings set on a hill, most of which will be able to look
down onto our land.
These buildings will be visible from where Association DP270239 residents walk, and will not be able to be hidden
behind new plantings. There are no visuals which show what the Seniors living residents will see when they look
out to neighbouring properties. We believe the 3 storey apartments plus roof top terraces will have a clear view
onto our land as well as Annam Road backyards.
There will be noise impacts during the day and especially at night from all the new residents, cars and more
intense use of the golf course. Currently there is no noise what so ever after dark in this very large wildlife corridor
area. As they have also planned commercial areas and activities on the site, cars and delivery trucks will be
coming and going all the time.
At night there will be light pollution, from these buildings which will be well lit up and highly visible in an otherwise
very dark bush land environment. The current peaceful enjoyment of the wildlife corridor and all the wildlife in it
will be greatly diminished for our residents.
9) How will the BGC stop their Seniors from trespassing and wandering onto our DP270239 land?
In order to mitigate and minimise our liabilities as an Association, Seniors residents will not be allowed to wander
onto our Association property and utilise Barkala Estate as a recreational venue, as it is private land.
There are no barriers planned to stop these 200 residents, staff and their visitors from wandering from their
apartments, onto the golf course and then onto our land. (Refer Appendix C overview)
Our Association already has issues regarding Golf Club members using our EVA as a short cut to other areas and
driving their golf carts along our land.
Refer picture in appendix B of golf cart driving along our EVA.
As we are an Association, this is a liability for us, and puts pedestrians at risk.
The Seniors will not be allowed to cross over our EVA as a short cut to get to the bus stop in Annam Road
through the public park. We have legal liabilities to consider for anyone trespassing on our land.
Signs are already erected which say 'no pedestrian access' allowed.
Our land is considered high value biodiversity land and should not be impacted by Seniors wanting to bush walk
or look for the vulnerable wildlife.
Such behaviour will affect our amenity and enjoyment of our own property.
How will the BGC ensure their residents do not trespass when there are no barriers?
10) Similar to point 9, how will the BGC ensure that the 200 residents, staff and visitors do not wander into and
around the BGC, disturb the wildlife corridor habitat and enter onto neighbouring private bushland surrounding
this development?
The proposal is in a high priority wildlife corridor. The whole area is home to many endangered species, including
bats, microbats and breeding powerful owls which have all been identified in the Ecological report. These need to
be protected from large numbers of people who can potentially disturb their remaining habitat once the large 5
acre complex has been completed.
As it is a wildlife corridor there will be no barriers to stop the Senior residents from wandering into this ecologically
sensitive habitat.
11) How does this development propose to restrict companion animals such as cats and dogs from roaming
through the wildlife corridor, and the surrounding private bushland habitat to vulnerable species?
As there will be no physical barriers for these companion animals to move around the wildlife habitat areas, this
could have devastating consequences for the existing wildlife if not under strict controls. It is not feasible to control
the companion animals of 200 residents and visitors.
It would be unfair to the Senior residents to not allow companion animals, however, some solution would be
required so that the vulnerable wildlife is guaranteed to be protected.
The best solution is not to build Seniors Housing in the middle of a high priority wildlife corridor.
12) Inappropriate proposal for evacuation during flooding considering all conditions and surroundings.
A stay in place proposal during flooding should not be considered satisfactory as the State Emergency Services
policy requires access to be maintained to a Seniors Development at all times.
All of the land surrounding this development is on the flood plain and is considered to be subject to flooding. If the
Seniors remain in place during a flood, then this could put lives at risk should there be a medical episode, or a

simultaneous fire break out and this requires an ambulance or fire truck to access the Seniors development.
As Cabbage tree road is prone to flooding, the Seniors Development could be completely cut off with no access.
The proposal at an earlier stage suggested that the Seniors residents would use the Barkala Estate EVA to exit to
the North via Nangana Road during a flood.
This is not at all feasible, and should not be considered as this would cause mass chaos with residents of Barkala
Estate who may be trying to exit south down our EVA at the same time.
In addition, the residents of this Seniors Development would not know whether Barkala road or Nangana Road
was accessible or not, as they have no line of sight to it.
In April 2015 during severe storms, our exit out of Nangana Road was blocked when a tree felled a power pole
over the road. For 3 days Barkala residents had as their only exit and entry point our EVA egress to Cabbage
Tree road. If 200 residents from the Seniors development were to try and use this trail during storms and flooding
then there would be major risks to all lives.
Can you please ensure that our evacuation and safety concerns are discussed and reviewed so that the safety of
the residents of Barkala Road and the residents of the proposed Seniors Housing are guaranteed.
Thank you for your consideration of these matters.

On behalf of the Executive Committee of Association DP270239

Yours sincerely,

Philippa Reilly
Strata Manager

P: 612 8424 9713

APPENDIX A – Fire Evacuation and where is the 4 meter access trail?

Please find below attached pictures showing the DP270239 Emergency Vehicle Access trail
and how it will be affected by the development and proposed roundabout.

APPENDIX B - roundabout design blocking DP270239 EVA egress

Roundabout design does not assist the residents of Barkala Estate as is
claimed by the applicant. Due to the large increase in traffic and persons trying
to exit and enter during an emergency, it will cause a severe blockage to the safe
evacuation of residents of Barkala Estate.
Note the new buggy crossing and pedestrian crossing which is dangerous
and not properly scoped in the DA plans.

APPENDIX C: BGC member on Golf cart, trespassing on DP270239 EVA, going at a
speed which can cause injury to our residents.

APPENDIX D: Overview showing Emergency Vehicle Access, land ownership and
prohibited access across DP270239 lot 1 - EVA to public park and bus stop.

